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SIGNIS ASIA Media Education Desk Workshop on 'Training of Trainers' on Media Education,
Online Media Education and Trainers Guidebook with Case Studies
July 16 to July 20, 2019, Phnom Penh vicariate Pastoral Center, Cambodia.

The 2019 Workshop on 'Training Trainers' on Media Education,
Online Media Education and Trainers Guidebook with Case Studies
took place at the Pastoral Centre in Phnom Penh, Cambodia from
July 16 to 20, 2019. Fifteen participants from Bangladesh,
Cambodia, India, Indonesia, Korea, Laos, Macau, Malaysia,
Myanmar, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Vietnam shared in this
unique and exciting opportunity. The goal of the program was to
equip this selected group of trainers from Asia with three main
objectives:
* To equip participants with creative tools and methodologies so
they can effectively train teachers, students, social workers, Church
personnel and seminarians in Media education in their countries of
origin.
* The introduction of an 'online certification course' on Media
Education. This opportunity will provide teachers with the ability to
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multiply their efforts as they share the online platform with several
countries across Asia.
* The creation of a guide book with case studies and tips on how to
conduct group discussions.
The program featured presentations and deliberations with key
presenters on the current state of Media Education in Asian
countries, the negative influence of media on children and youth in
Asia and the need for strengthening Media Education Activities.
These initiatives were supported by discussions on Media
Education Models in different parts of the world to help participants
identify strengths and weaknesses as well as specific areas to
instruct Media Education and to develop training methodologies
and skills. They also acquired some practical experience and
networking opportunities with the choice to participate in the
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Media Education
youth and media education as
a way to move forward. He
provided detailed information
on human development and
outside influencers. He led the
group on important
presentation techniques and
skills needed to reach out to
their audience. He shared the
dos and the don'ts of training,
the learning process,
assessment tools and group
guiding skills.
Carlos Ferraro enlightened participants on the use of social
networks in Argentina and Latina America through rededucom.org,
a project developed by SIGNIS Alc, Celam and FMA, introducing
participants to the world of Edu-Communication, a model that
emerged in Latin America in response to social transformation and
to emancipate the individual by giving a voice to those who did not
have one. This current of thought is based on the theory of two
educators-communicators:

development of an action plan to take this initiative into the future.
The program was organized by the Media Education Desk of
SIGNIS Asia, Coordinated by Dr. Magimai Pragasam, Chair of the
Desk. The presenters were SIGNIS members drawn from across the
world. The Local host was Ly Sovanna (Vanna), President of SIGNIS
Cambodia. He is the Director of the Catholic National Office for
Social Communications - CSC in Cambodia. The presenters: Dr.
Magimai Pragasam, Director of Centre for Communication and
Mind Management who has over 25 years of experience in the field
of media education. He teaches Communications in various
seminaries and universities in India. Dr. Pragasam is the VP of
SIGNIS Asia and SIGNIS World Executive Board Member. Carlos
Ferraro, from Argentina, is the President of SIGNIS Latin America
and the Caribbean and Chair of the Media Education Desk. Carlos is
also a SIGNIS World Executive Board Member.

* Paulo Freire, a pedagogue who in the educational praxis observes

the confluency in the field of communications and education, and,

* Mario Kaplun, who believed in the intrinsic unity between the

relationship education- communication and that reveals the
significance and importance of communication in the
transformation process of the development of cultures.
Carlos Ferraro presentation on the transformative experiences in
the area of Edu-communication was very well received by all the
participants.

Pamela Aleman, from Canada is the Communications and Public
Relations Manager for the Diocese of Hamilton in Ontario. Pamela is
the President of the Association of Roman Catholic Communicators
of Canada and the Secretary of
Desks for SIGNIS World. Mrs.
Delia Hernandez (Del), a former
secretary of SIGNIS Asia and
former representative to the
Global Media Education Project,
is one of the founding members of
the Philippine Association for
Media Education (PAME).
Dr. Magimai shared his expertise
on the influence of media on
children, and the concept of
Media Education as a weapon to
promote the citizens' right to
communicate. He also spoke of
the relationship of media and
Signis Asia Focus - September 2019
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Pamela Aleman, shared with the
participants the history and
trajectory of Media Education in
the United States and Canada
with specific projects
implemented by the Canadian
Government to introduce Media
Education in school curriculums
across the country. She spoke of
the influence of Globalization and
Media and the status of Digital
Literacy in North America
including the concept of 21
Century Skills. She also shared a presentation on social media,
current trends and membership and the role of social media in
public relations and successful strategies on the relationship
building of social media, resulting in stronger and more impactful
public relations outcomes.

We also had the privilege of holding an interactive Zoom
teleconference with Sister Rose Pacatte, FSP, founder of the Pauline
Centre for Media Studies, which was well organized by Pamela.
Sister Rose is the Media Literacy Education Curriculum Developer
for the PCMS, (a week-long certificate course for catechists) and the
Director of the Pauline Centre for Media Studies in Culver City,
California. She shared her expertise in online media education and
some of her experiences with students in online settings.

Del Hernandez, presented the Media Education scenario of South
East Asian countries and shared on the contribution of PAME to the
field of ME in the Philippines. With suitable examples she explained
teaching techniques to construct and deconstruct teaching lessons.
Del also conducted a forty five minutes model session on Media
Education on the theme 'Facebook’.

Overall, there was a rich ex-change of knowledge and a great sense
of commitment in all the participants. Many successes were
achieved throughout these three days. Not only did the schedule
feature an intensive learning agenda, but it comprised an array of
multicultural backgrounds and personalities that merged into deep
and engaged discussions and activities that allowed for the
blending of ideas and cultures and brought forward the aspiration to
bring three continents closer together through education and
communication, in spite of the language and cultural differences
that exist.

The most exciting part of the workshop was the practical sessions
handled by the participants in two groups in the Salesian Sisters
School of Don Bosco in Phnom Penh for grade 12 students. The
sessions were filled with excitement, learning and fun, thanks to the
participant's planning. Around 120 students participated in the
session in two different groups who found the sessions interesting
and enlightening.
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The participation of Carlos Ferraro facilitated the development of a
commitment of cooperation with Asia to participate in the proposed
program for the development of the Media Education Department,
inviting the members of the Asian group to collaborate with the
departmental committee lead by Dr. Magimai Pragasam. This
proposal was enthusiastically accepted.
Carlos Ferraro stated the importance of a workshop of this
magnitude, sponsored by the SIGNIS Asia Media Education
Department and its impact on the Media Education Desk
worldwide.
The next working stages include close communication between the
Media Education representatives in the various SIGNIS regions
across the world, as well as the establishment of an online platform
that features Media Education Resources and Initiatives to
coordinate the concepts of Media Education and Media Literacy
with Edu-communication. The ultimate dream would be to
encourage and foster an inter-continental dialogue amongst young
people from various cultures and contexts so that they can focus on
the common factors to bring media literacy to every corner of the
globe.
Our heartfelt thanks to His Excellency, Bishop Antonysamy who
celebrated the inaugural Mass, to Father Paul, the Bishop's
Representative for the Commission for Social Communication in
Cambodia and to Ly Sovanna and all of his staff at the Cambodian
Commission for Social Communication for their kindness and
generosity during our stay. An experience we will never forget!

A pledge to work together towards a strong and effective global
Media Education campaign that changes the lives of young people
and SIGNIS members across the world was made throughout these
three days.
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SIGNIS ASIA ASSEMBLY

Asian Catholic Communicators Study Media Role in Building Communities

Around 120 Catholic communicators from 19 countries participated
in the SIGNIS Asian Assembly at Diocesan Community Centre,
New Delhi from August 4 to 7, 2019.

keynote on the theme: Role of Media in Building Communities,
senior fellow with the Indian Council of Social Science Research
Pamela Philipose; Film maker at Veritas Productions Shaison P
Ouseph; Editor Asian News International Smita Prakash, and
Assistant Professor at Manav Rachana International Institute of
Research Pratici Majumdar spoke on 'Church Media in Community
Building.’

The members of SIGNIS, worldwide group of Catholic
Communicators, are engaged in radio, television, cinema and other
forms of media.

Sessions on second day included Communities Growing Hostile
Communities Through Media influence by Editorial Director of The
Sunday Guardian Madhav Das Nalapatt and Director General of
Indian Institute of Mass Communication K G Suresh.

Besides some 80 participants from India and 28 delegates from Asia
included participants from Bangladesh, Myanmar, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, Vietnam, Philippines, East Timor, Macau, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Japan, and South Korea. International Office Bearers
included participants from USA, Italy, Argentina and Zambia.

The panelists for the Role of Media in Building Communities in the
Multi Religious and Political Context of Asia included Editor of
Caravan Vinod K. Jose, Director India Habitat Center Sunit Tandon
and CRIS Board Member Vinit Goenka.

The theme of the 3-day study “The Role of Media in Building Human
Communities,” was inspired by the message of Pope Francis for
World Communications Day 2019: “We are members of one another”
(Eph 4,25) from social network communities to the human
community.”

The assembly started with a concelebrated Eucharist at Sacred
Heart Cathedral New Delhi presided over by Archbishop Anil Couto
of Delhi along with some 70 priests.

While Editor in Chief at The Citizen Seema Mustafa delivered the
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The hosts, Signis India Office bearers included President Father
Stanley Kozhichira, Vice President Father Norbert Herman and
Secretary Father Vijay Victor, Mr.Nirmal Raj and Sr.Joeyanna
D’Souza, the screening committee members.
SIGNIS World President Osman had a session on Crisis
Communication Management.
India Office of Social Communications Bishop Salvador of Baruipur
and Archbishop Philip Neri of Goa presided over Eucharistic
celebrations on August 5 and 6 respectively.
The participants at the assembly visited the tomb of Mahatma
Gandhi at Rajghat New Delhi on the occasion of his 150th year of
birth andt Taj Mahal in Agra.
SIGNIS Asia has 20 member countries and the last Assembly was
held at Bangkok, Thailand, in August 2018.
- C.M. Paul

Among the dignitaries participating at the study days were Signis
World Office Bearers: President Helen Osman, Vice Presidents
Father Paul Samsumo and Lawrence John Sinniah, Secretary
General Ricardo Yanez, and Signis Rome General Manager Maria
Chiara De Lorenzo.

Signis Asia Office Bearers present included: President Father
Joseph Anucha, Secretary Bernadetta Widiandajani and Board
Member Magimai Pragasam.
Signis Asia Focus - September 2019
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Fight fear, build communities:
We, the members of SIGNIS ASIA, a regional member of SIGNIS, the
World Catholic Association for Communication, about 120
participants from 19 countries, gathered in New Delhi, India from
4th to 8th August, 2019, discussed and deliberated on the theme
'The Role of Media in Building Communities.’

independence and freedom placing people at the centre in all our
actions, to restore dignity to all and power to the powerless.
Let us work for solution oriented journalism and enable people to
come out of echo chambers where they keep listening only to their
voices and not of the others. We call upon younger generation to
know about the positive use of social media in building
communities. Let us move beyond the conventional paradigm of
tolerance and begin to celebrate diversity. Let us be wise and brave
to counter fear with facts and truth.

While acknowledging the fact that media has the power to inform,
empower and build communities, it can also divide communities
through 'toxic messages' by vested interests and business centred
media owners.
Hence, we resolve to initiate a series of reflections among members
and people through training programmes, video and radio
productions, publications, film discussions and digital media to
identify the negative messages that divide people and to replace
them with positive and futuristic messages with a focus on building
communities.
We resolve to be the voice of the voiceless in the struggle for
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We resolve and reaffirm our faith in social communication and
accept it as our mission and engage in building communities of
peace, equality, inclusiveness, positivity and dignity.
(Statement adopted by SIGNIS ASIA ASSEMBLY held in New
Delhi, India in August 2019)
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SIGNIS East Timor

SIGNIS East Timor : CPA

A Jesuit priest, Fr. Ruedi Hofmann, established Casa de Produção
Audio-visual in 2002 at the time when Timorese was trying to raiseup from centuries of colonization, violence, conflicts, and under
development. Ruedi Hofmann, SJ realized the importance of
storytelling for nation building and peace building. He selected
several young Timorese who had no previous background in audiovisual and built their capacity as cameramen, animators, editors,
sound engineers, and TV personalities by providing them hands-on
training in CPA and abroad.

• CPA helps the Church and the Jesuits in East Timor to
execute its teachings and missions visually by
producing videos on Catholic Teachings.
Objectives
1. Casa de Produção Audio-visual as a religious institution
that produces documentaries that value the dignity of
human person by bringing into public sphere the voices
of the poor.
2. To contribute to change the situation in Timor-Leste so
that marginalized groups such as youth and woman
can participate in development and political processes.
3. Transforming Casa de Produção Audiovisual into an
institution that reflects Jesuit identity where through its
production it can serve the faith of the people of TimorLeste by producing religious videos and documentaries.

Goals and Objectives
Goals: A Jesuit institution that promotes Gospel Values (human
dignity, love, justice) and aims to nurture and to cultivate the faith
of the people through its productions.
• Integrating the Universal Apostolic preferences of the
Universal Society of Jesus in its production activities.
• A production house that produces documentaries to
uphold the sanctity of life.
• A religious institution that reflects Christian values in its
productions and as an institution that being a bridge that
disseminates the voice of the voiceless.
Signis Asia Focus - September 2019
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'Istoria ba Futuru' is produced
with an aim to help Timorese
embrace their own history as a
nation Forty-Eight episodes of
'History for the future' has been
broadcasted through TVTL, the
national network TV in Timor
Leste.
'Povu nia Fiar'Beliefs of the
People (2007-2008)
'Povu nia Fiar' tells of the story
of 450 years peaceful introduction and acculturation of Christianity
into Timorese culture. This program highlights the stories of loves
that the creator has shown to Timorese people through the Church.
Sixteen episodes of “Beliefs of the People” have been broadcasted
on TVTL.

Vision
A Timor-Leste society that is grounded in the Gospel values (peace,
love, justice) where human dignity is valued (everyone is respected,
strengthened to reach his/her full potentia), and where the freedom
of expression is encouraged (free to express his/her mind)
Mission
Casa de Produção Audio-visual strives to be the voice for the
voiceless in order to be a bridge for those who are deprived of
information and to be a platform for the youth and the marginalized
to participate and to have equal chances in the process of nation
building.

'Povu Nia Matenek' Wisdom of the People (2009-2012)
'Povu nia Matenek' showcases the works of local communities in
Timor Leste. This program is intended to promote local products
and skills of Timor Leste on TV. This program also develops a sense
of pride and ownership in Timorese local wisdom. Thirteen
Episodes of “Wisdom of the people” has been screened in TVTL.

In February 2004, “Istoria ba Futuru” (History for the Future), the first
production of CPA, started to appear on Timorese National
Television, TVTL. The 30-minute TV Programs told the stories of
folk legends as well as historical events that shaped Timor Leste as
a nation. The popularity of the show has made CPA a household
name in Timor Leste. Since then, the organization has overcome
various ups and downs. CPA is now producing a wide range of
audio-visual products for education and advocacy. CPA also
maintains the production of a
weekly 30-minute TV program
for TVTL with a vision to tell
stories that share hope and
peace with Timor Leste.

'Labarik Nia Mundu' Children's World (2011-2012)
'Labarik Nia Mundu' is a 30-minute literacy program for children

Below are several projects that
CPA has worked on since 2004
until now:
'Istoria ba Futuru' History for
the Future (2004-2008)
Signis Asia Focus - September 2019
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apparent the Kingdom of God in
East Timor. CPA shall invest its
time and its effort to produce
qualitative and educative
documentaries that are meant to
bring hope and peace to the
People of East Timor. Casa de
Produção Audiovisual invests in
the future of Timor Leste by
creating quality programs and by
empowering Timorese media
professionals.

age 5-9 that will encourage them to read and to enjoy reading. The
program will utilize music, animation, and stories that appeal to
children.

Besides the aforementioned programs, Casa de Producao
Audiovisual also creates values multi-media products: TV
Programs, shorts dramas, comic books, print designs, and
animation programs.

'Dalan ba Futuru' The Road to the Future (2012-2021)
'Dalan ba Futuru' is a Television documentary series, profiling the
districts of Timor Leste. CPA aims to raise the concerns and issues
of the youth and the marginalized and to disseminate messages of
peace and sustainable development. 22 episodes have been
produced on 13 districts; they consists of over 50 stories on
agricultural cooperatives, local products, access to education and
health, women achievers, victims of violence, ability of differentlyable, traditional food, dances, music etc. These were telecast twice
a week on the national television; they were also screened to 30
communities in the districts to an audience of 2000 women, men
and children.

- Rui Muakandala

At the moment, CPA is a non-profit organization that operates as a
part of and under the umbrella of the Society of Jesus foundation in
Timor Leste. As such, it aims to align its visions, missions, and
objectives, into that of the Society of Jesus (Jesuits) in East Timor.
Thus, in pursuing its visions, Casa de Produção Audiovisual aims to
be an institution that reflects and manifests itself as a Jesuit
institution wherein it shall try to be the voice for the voiceless in its
production activities. As a religious institution, it shall try to make

Signis Asia Focus - September 2019
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Journalism Desk

Editors gather for SIGNIS Asia Catholic
News Publication Editors' Roundtable
SIGNIS Asia Journalism Desk under the aegis of SIGNIS World,
organized a conference with the theme: Peace Journalism in a Viral
Culture, at CCM, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia from 14 – 16 August 2019.

Fr Paul Samasumo, Vice President of SIGNIS World and Head –
English and Swahili Service Africa, Vatican Radio, covered the
topic: Overview of Vatican Radio/ News Media: The Pope's Radio
Today. He also stressed on the importance of collaboration and cooperation and the emerging trend of listening to podcasts.

Attending the Editors' Roundtable were 18 Catholic editors and
journalists representing 12 countries, with 4 presenters, making it a
total gathering of 15 countries.

In her welcome address to the participants of the Editors'
Roundtable, Adeline James, Head - SIGNIS Asia Journalism Desk,
informed that SIGNIS has 6 Desks, and that Journalism is one of
them.

The list of esteemed speakers included Helen Osman, President –
SIGNIS World and Chair of the SIGNIS Journalism Desk. She spoke
on the topic: Faith News not Fake News, focusing on setting
standards and ethics to equip Catholic journalists with a road map

Helen Osman, President - SIGNIS then gave an introduction to the

to avoid conflict of interest, ensure freedom of expression, and
enabling journalism that is constructive, transparent and
responsible. Helen also touched on Crisis Management.

Journalism Desk, while Lawrence John, Vice President - SIGNIS
said that he would like to bring journalism back to what it used to
be, for today, it lacks networking/ partnership.

Dr Peter Monthienvichienchai, Executive Director of UCANews
talked on: The UCANews Story, which covered challenges faced
when trying to be accountable and relevant in presenting social,
cultural and religious news in Asia. His news channel is aimed at
providing a platform for the voiceless.

The floor was then thrown open to participants to share the religiocultural, socio-political situations of their respective missions. This
was an eye opener to the ground realities of different Asian
countries, and challenges faced by the Catholic editors and
publishers in their ministry.

Fr Pakkam Michael Harris, Consultant at the Vatican Dicastery of
Communication, gave a good insight on his topic: Overview of
Dicastery for Communication: Structure, Protocol and Services. He
spoke on the purpose and mission of social media, and the channels
utilized to create and maintain visibility for the contents of Vatican
news.

The conference raised a few common concerns in terms of
declining readership in the context of viral social media, hostile
political authority, financial crunch, lack of required skills and
training for those involved in Catholic journalism. Participants
unanimously agreed the print media of the Church must stay on
even in the midst of adverse climates in the Asian region.

Signis Asia Focus - September 2019
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They have compiled the following recommendations:
1. SIGNIS Asia to organize more hands-on training for
existing and budding Catholic journalists.
2. To network among themselves to share their rich
experience, information, expertise and other resources.
3. To announce the tidings of Good news, for we are
baptized and sent by the Lord. To stay away from
sensationalism and fake news and to resolve to abide by
the Gospel values of truth, honesty and transparency.
4. To formulate a Code of Ethics for Catholic journalists in
Asia.
5. To strive to promote unity and peace among themselves
and the citizens of their countries. Also to work towards
promoting ecumenical and inter-faith collaboration within
the region.
6. To strive to stand for, and with, the Church to uphold her
greater good, especially in promoting justice and service to
the poor. Also to abide by the teachings of the Church on
faith and morals.
7. To offer their services to the local church in disseminating
information 24/7, as well as render their expertise to the
ordinaries in networking and crisis management.
8. To establish a platform for Catholic editors/ journalists/
publishers in the Asian region. To institute 'Catholic Press
Association-ASIA' under the aegis of SIGNIS Asia in
collaboration with the Communication department of the
FABC.
9. To give due prominence to the Vatican News in their
publications, to inform readers about the Pope, his
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activities and the Church in the world.
The 2019 SIGNIS Asia Catholic News Publication Editors'
Roundtable has successfully brought together Catholic editors and
journalists from Asia, who leave the conference full of hope for cooperation and collaboration in the near future. Due consideration
had been given to participants to spend time to network, interact
and bond with each other for the better good of all.
We thank the members of SIGNIS Malaysia for the meticulous
planning for the success of this conference. We gratefully
appreciate Archbishop Julian Leow, the Archbishop of Kuala
Lumpur; Lawrence John, Vice President of SIGNIS World; Adeline
James, SIGNIS Asia Board member, Journalism Desk Head and
Secretary SIGNIS Malaysia; Raymund Jagan, panel discussion
Moderator; Melissa Fernando, Facilitator of the Roundtable; Majella
Gomes, Member SIGNIS Malaysia; Karen Arukesamy, President
SIGNIS Malaysia ; Sr. Christine Sundin FSP and a host of committed
members from SIGNIS Malaysia.
- Ivy Chai, Editor, Today’s Catholic,
Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia.
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SIGNIS Sri Lanka Film Awards
nd

42 SIGNIS Sri Lanka Telecine Awards - 2019

SIGNIS Secretary General Ricardo Yañez, together with 14 other
SIGNIS delegates from around the world were present during the
42nd SIGNIS Sri Lanka Telecine Awards Ceremony held in Colombo
on 2nd August 2019.

President of SIGNIS Sri Lanka Fr Lal Pushpadewa Fernando said
that 19 Tele-dramas and 26 films were nominated for the 42nd
Telecine Awards which confirmed the fact that 'art' can create
miracles and heal hearts.

In his address Ricardo Yáñez said that the media has an important
role in building bridges of understanding between different
communities. 'It is not easy to understand somebody who thinks
differently and understands differently. At times when political
leaders are trying to keep communities isolated from each other, it
is important to create space to build bridges of understanding and
live as a community. This award ceremony is an example for how
people from different communities, religious backgrounds and age
groups can be brought together' he added.

He added that the occasion was an historical one as the
international delegates of SIGNIS were participating in it for the first
time. He thanked them for expressing their solidarity as the country
was recovering from the recent crisis in which innocent Catholics
had to lose their lives.

Signis Asia Focus - September 2019

The winners at the 42nd Cinema and Television Awards from
SIGNIS Sri Lanka were:
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Actress – Kalani Dodanthenna for Sahodaraya.
Actor – Thumidu Dodanthenna for Kumbiyo.
Supporting actress – Yashoda Rasaduni for Thaththa.
Supporting actor – Kalana Gunasekera for Kumbiyo.
Script writer – Lakmal Dharmarathna and Damith
Editor – Indika Jayawardena for Thaththa.
Art director – Sampath Wanniarachchi for Thaththa.
Cinematography – Stryner Adams for Kumbiyo.

CINEMA
Most creative film – Garasarapa produced by Arjuna Kamalanath.
Director – Jayantha Chandrasiri for Garasarapa.
Special award by jury for most creative Tamil film – King
Rathnam for Komali Kings.
Actress – Anoma Jhanadari for Davena Vihagun.
Actor – Alston Koch for Mathew.
Supporting actress – Samanali Fonseka for Davena Vihagun.
Supporting actor – Sudam Katukithale for Madura Charika.
Script writer – Jayantha Chandrasiri for Garasarapa.
Film editor – Dilan Gunawardena for Garasarapa.
Art director – Bimal Dushmantha for Yashodara.
Cinematography – Channa Deshapriya for Yashodara.

- SIGNIS.net

TELEDRAMA
Best Teledrama – Kumbiyo produced by Asanka Dodanthenna.
Director – Lakmal Dharmarathne for Kumbiyo.

Signis Asia Focus - September 2019
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Workshop on Journalism for Youngsters in India

A workshop on Print Journalism and Writing Skills was held for
Christian youth and media persons of Jhabua Diocese at PRO office
of Sadbhawna Communication Centre from 10-12 May 2019.

day context, writing skills, composition of news reports, letter to the
editor and articles. Fr. Rockey and Prof. Sumit handled the sessions
on all three days, with a series of practical exercises to equip the
participants with necessary skills.

Mr. Sanjay Jain, the District Bureau Chief of Lok Swami Newspaper
motivated the youngsters to become skilful journalists to serve the
people with relevant news. During his inaugural address, he also
shared his rich experiences as a journalist.

They were able to bring out the hidden talents and creativity of the
participants during the short three day training. The participants
were seen with high spirit and enthusiasm at the end of the
programme. They assured the organisers to contribute stories for
magazines run by both the Church and the secular institutions.
They also expressed their deep desire to be 'people oriented
journalists' and 'voice of the voiceless' through their writings skills.

Fr. Pratap Bariya, the Dean of Jhabua Deanery and Mr. Raju Damor,
a freelance photojournalist from Jhabua also inspired the
participants with their valuable insights. Fr. Pratap appealed to the
participants to write about social issues and good news of the
diocese for the Catholic magazine 'Samanvay'. Mr. Raju
emphasised on the importance of photographs while contributing
articles for the magazines and newspapers.

- Sumit Dhanraj, (Language Instructor & Media Trainer)
SIGNIS Asia Journalism Desk

Fr. Rockey Shah, the Director of Sadbhawna Communications and
a member of SIGNIS India focused on different writing skills
connected to print media and shared about the requirements of
media industry today.
Prof. Sumit Dhanraj, a freelance writer and a journalist shared on the
history of print media and journalism, journalistic needs in present
Signis Asia Focus - September 2019
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From the Editor
A Note from the Editor
Dear Friends,
Greetings!
Thanks a lot for your continued support and cooperation for
the success of our eNewsletter. We look forward to reports
on all your media activities. We need to share information
among us to gain strength and support each other. This
issue carries information on Media Education TOT
programme in Cambodia, SAA in New Delhi and Editor's
Round Table Conference on Peace Journalism in Malaysia,
activities of SIGNIS Timor Leste and Journalism workshop
in India. SIGNIS Sri Lanka Cine Awards is yet another
glorious event. Kindly share SAF with your friends.
Thanking you and looking forward to hearing from you
more,

Dr. Magimai Pragasam
Editor, Signis Asia Focus.
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Letter to the Editor
Great job again with another issue of the SIGNIS ASIA FOCUS
eNewsletter! Thank you and best wishes. - Adeline J, Malaysia.

Wonderful SIGNIS Asia Focus with rich contents!
Congratulations on your continuous achievements! - Mac, Japan.

The hard work and team work - Perfectly done. Job done well. I
really appreciate the good work that you do for the Catholic
Church. May God Bless You! Greetings from SIGNIS Sri Lanka!
Fr. W. N. Lal Pushpadewa Fernando Omi, Sri Lanka.
Great job! God bless! - Bernard C, The Philippines.
Signis Asia Focus - September 2019

The SAA Board with Archbishop of Japan,
His Grace Isao Kikuchi and SIGNIS Japan President Itaru
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Congratulations for the new edition of the magazine, I liked it!
- Majo Centurion, Brazil.
Thank you very much for this document. The work done in Asia
is amazing! All the best,
Magali Van Reeth, SIGNIS Cinema Desk, France
www.signisasia.net

